YOUR CHOICE OF CABINETRY DEFINES YOUR HOME and exemplifies your lifestyle. Although other interior design elements can be updated to reflect popular trends, built-in cabinetry is a core architectural element that provides for your home’s functional and aesthetic design for years to come. Choosing cabinetry is one of the most important decisions you’ll make for your home. With nearly 50 years of experience, we have established a tradition of excellence in quality, craftsmanship and service that is supported with our lifetime limited warranty. We are honored that you have selected Dura Supreme cabinetry for your home and we are dedicated to upholding the trust and confidence you have invested in us!
WITH SUCH AN ENTICING ARRAY of design options and price points, it’s no wonder Dura Supreme cabinetry has such appeal. Within our family of products, you’ll find a perfect fit for every taste and budget. Crestwood Cabinetry employs a balance of quality materials and construction, with an impressive array of styling options to deliver exceptional value and design. Designer Cabinetry is “custom cabinetry” in the truest sense with premium joinery, plywood construction and an extraordinary palette of door styles and finishes. Alectra Cabinetry is an ideal blend of high-tech and high-fashion with its full-access construction and expansive styling choices; from “Old World” traditional to “chic” contemporary.
IS THERE ANY OTHER PLACE YOU’D RATHER BE? It truly is a small world as our appreciation for diverse global design sparks enchanting design directions within the home. For this kitchen, Designer Cabinetry offers great latitude in creating exotic details that imbue the grace and ambiance of a relaxed island lifestyle … bamboo-style carvings, palm foliage, shuttered doors, woven rattan, and extravagantly, carved furniture legs. Lyptus wood creates the perfect backdrop for these lush details with its rich, mahogany-like color and texture. Our finish artisans distressed the surface with chisel marks and rough-hewn edges to create a weathered, time-worn character. Create your everyday paradise with Designer Cabinetry by Dura Supreme.
Designer Cabinetry shown with "Sunbury House" door style in Lyptus with Heavy Heirloom "F" finish and Heirloom "C" finish.
Designer Cabinetry shown with Inset styling (non-beaded frame) in Maple with White paint finish, “Bella” door style with optional Slab drawer fronts.
NOT YOUR GRANDMOTHER’S KITCHEN. With its retro details and old-fashioned charm, grandma’s homemade pumpkin bread and fresh-squeezed lemonade are at home in your new Dura Supreme kitchen. Sugary-white cabinetry with Inset doors is accented with a savory mix of cabinet latches, bin pulls and charming bead-board details. With Dura Supreme, there is no compromise between beautiful styling and quality construction. The best of both worlds is available with our engineered construction, ingenious accessories and innovative hardware. Yesteryear styling with avant-garde quality and engineering from Dura Supreme.
A DECIDEDLY PAINTERLY PALETTE OF FINISHES from Dura Supreme pleases the most discerning of color connoisseurs. A painter’s palette could not be more abundantly appointed with the nearly limitless color selections available for Designer Cabinetry. Our rich, hand-wiped stains and color saturated paints are beautiful on their own or enhanced with layers of glaze and hand-detailing to create an antiqued appearance. Many of our glazed finishes reveal the soft brush strokes and subtle variations of the artisan that created the finish. And if you still can’t find the exact shade of your heart’s desire, Dura Supreme will create the perfect color just for you with our custom color-match program.
Designer Cabinetry shown in Maple with Country Traditions “C” finish, “Chapel Hill Classic” door style and Beaded Inset styling. Island cabinetry shown in Country Traditions “G” finish.
Crestwood Cabinetry with “Lancaster” door style in Maple with Antique White/Espresso Glaze and Quarter-Sawn Oak with Cocoa Brown. Island has “Vintage Panel” door in Maple with Porcelain Blue paint.
ENJOY THE VIEW FROM YOUR BREATHTAKING KITCHEN. Despite the scenic view outside the kitchen window, it’s your Crestwood kitchen that takes your breath away. A panoramic mantel hood soars over the stainless steel range creating a stunning architectural focal point. Beveled glass doors twinkle in the early morning sunlight. A picturesque island stands amid the stream of family activities as you begin and end each day in the heart of your home – your Crestwood kitchen. Although Crestwood Cabinetry is crafted with quality materials and construction, it was the bounty of delicious design details that cemented your decision. Of course the delicate dent it made on your pocket book was a nice surprise as well.
JUST ADD VANILLA to create rich flavor. This rich, creamy Vanilla paint creates a tranquil canvas for the beautiful architectural details to take center stage. The wood hood delivers a striking performance as the paint showcases each detail in the corbels and arched valance. Dura Supreme’s well-rounded paint palette includes several “whites”, from a true White, to Antique White to Vanilla. If plain vanilla isn’t right for you, embellish it with glaze, or distressing, or our “Country Traditions” detailing. The classic good looks of a painted finish never go out of style and are always a crowd pleaser.
Crestwood Cabinetry shown with "Arcadia Classic" door style in Maple with Vanilla/Espresso Glaze finish.
Crestwood Cabinetry shown with "Arcadia Classic" door style with optional slab drawer fronts in Alder with a Natural finish. Island is Maple with Black Paint/Espresso glaze finish with rub-through and distressing.
IF BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER, then behold Crestwood Cabinetry! What exactly is the secret ingredient that turns ordinary into extraordinary? For Crestwood Cabinetry it’s the nearly limitless number of decorative elements available to embellish your kitchen with furniture-like detail. Shape a corner with a perfectly placed turnpost or bun foot. Frame the cooking center with ornately carved corbels and crown each cabinet with beautifully sculpted moldings. For this kitchen, an artistic blend of woods and finishes creates an engaging color palette. Delight the eye and please the pocket book with Crestwood Cabinetry by Dura Supreme.
DESTINED TO BE A CLASSIC, this Alectra kitchen combines the best of traditional styling with clean, modern design to create a look that will be as fresh tomorrow as it is today. Traditional white, painted cabinetry is given an up-to-the-minute look by selecting door styles and crown moldings with straight lines and sleek styling (no fussy details). An architectural hood with polished chrome accents and stainless steel appliances dress up this painted kitchen for upscale, contemporary appeal. The island offers a notable color contrast with its rich, dark, gray-hued finish on cherry cabinetry. The sculpted posts on each corner and the beadboard back give a nod to nostalgic country style in this modern kitchen.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with "Arcadia Panel" door style in Classic White/Pewter Accent paint finish. Island cabinetry shown in Cherry with Peppercorn finish.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with “Moda” door style with vertical grain drawer option, in Quarter Sawn Red Oak with Mission finish. Aluminum Frame and Stainless Steel doors also shown.
“LOFT” LIVING originated in Paris when artists established studios in abandoned warehouses to accommodate the oversize paintings popular at the time. Modern loft environments idealize the characteristic features of their early counterparts with high ceilings, exposed beams, open spaces, and vintage flooring or brickwork. Soaring windows frame dramatic city skylines and interior spaces pack a powerful visual punch with their clean lines and minimalist approach to detail. Dura Supreme cabinetry coordinates perfectly within this design genre with sleek contemporary door styles and equally sleek interiors.
A LOFTY CONCEPT IN KITCHEN DESIGN. Alectra Cabinetry is a sublime choice for the urban comforts of loft living that originated in Paris and New York’s SoHo district. Now fashionable in metros around the globe, city living has never been so simple or sophisticated. This Alectra kitchen dignifies its downtown digs with clean, contemporary lines and its uptown mix of sleek, natural materials. With soaring ceilings and commanding views of the city skyline, this contemporary dwelling is a perfect complement to Alectra’s efficient design and high-tech hardware. Whether uptown, downtown, country or cottage, Alectra Cabinetry by Dura Supreme is a savvy choice for every style.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with “Metro” door style in Vertical Grain Fir with a Natural finish. Stainless Steel and Aluminum Framed doors are also shown.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with “Madison” door style in Maple with Driftwood/Coffee Glaze finish and Alder with Clove finish.
IT WOULD SEEM THAT OPPOSITES DO ATTRACT and this kitchen bears testament to that truth. Alectra Cabinetry, with its sleek, full-access construction, is the ideal canvas for a conspicuously traditional door style. Even the wood species selected is an intriguing blend of classic Maple with charmingly, rustic Knotty Alder. Traditional glass door cabinets are accented with an industrial wire glass while tumbled tile warms the backsplash. A special, woven copper “frieze” was created by the designer to provide an interesting textural contrast for the angular hood. Alectra Cabinetry is well suited for an entire spectrum of design themes, from contemporary loft to country traditional.
A KITCHEN YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO LEAVE! There was a time when you couldn’t wait to get out of the kitchen, but with your new Alectra Cabinetry, you never want to leave it. Alectra Cabinetry is created with a uniquely engineered, full-access construction favored by European designers. This practical and intelligent design creates cabinetry that performs as beautifully as it looks. Behind each cabinet door is a full-access interior with more storage capacity than typical, framed cabinetry. Beneath every drawer box is a concealed, undermount slide heralded for its incredibly smooth glide and soft-closing feature. You’ll find yourself lingering in your Alectra kitchen long after the dishes have been washed and put away.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with "Chapel Hill Panel" door style and optional slab drawer fronts in Cherry with a Wheat finish.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with “St. Augustine” door style in Lyptus with Heavy Heirloom Style “C” finish and Alder with Driftwood/Coffee Glaze finish.
**MIX IT UP** with an enticing blend of wood species and finishes to create an appetizing visual menu. Large spaces can be daunting but with a little color ingenuity, the effect is delicious. Two wood species with two distinctly different finishes are served up together and presented to perfection. Rustic Alder with a smoky-hued finish is beautifully paired with a full-bodied finish on Lyptus to create a superb combination. With such a large kitchen, the architectural ingredients are essential in creating a spicy and flavorful design. Apothecary drawers, beaded panels, open display areas and turned posts add visual intrigue and zesty flavor.
Shown with "St. Augustine" door style in Cherry with Cocoa Brown finish. Also shown with Louvered Doors and Rattan Inserts.
WHY CONFINE CABINETRY TO THE KITCHEN? Dura Supreme cabinetry is an intelligent choice for built-in and freestanding furniture pieces throughout your home. As open floor plans gain popularity and kitchen space merges seamlessly with living spaces, it's only natural to extend cabinetry into other areas of the home to create architectural and design consistency. Dura Supreme cabinetry offers an amazing array of door styles, finishes and decorative elements along with superior construction, joinery, quality and custom sizing. Your Dura Supreme dealer can introduce you to a host of intriguing design venues and furniture applications for your entire home.
Alectra Cabinetry shown with "Napa Panel" door style with optional slab drawer fronts in Quarter-Sawn Red Oak with Cocoa Brown finish.
THE BATH HAS EVOLVED from its purist utilitarian roots to a more intimate and reflective sanctuary in which to relax and reconnect. A refreshing spa-like environment offers a brisk welcome at the dawning of a new day or a soothing interlude as your day concludes. Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme offers myriad design directions to create the personal harmony and beauty that are the hallmark of the bath sanctuary. Immerse yourself in our expansive palette of finishes and wood species to discover the look that calms your senses and soothes your soul.
Bath cabinetry shown with “Silvertan” door style in Cherry with Cocoa Brown finish.
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Deep Roll-Out Shelf & Bottle Rack

Integrated Dishwasher Panel
YOU’LL APPRECIATE THEIR HARD WORK! The accessories you select for your Dura Supreme kitchen are as important to the cabinet interior as the door, wood and finish are to the exterior. These hardworking, organizational tools transform your kitchen into an efficient workroom with their ingenious compartments and pull-out mechanisms. Optimize, maximize and organize every valuable inch of your storage space and then sit back, relax and enjoy your hardworking kitchen.